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Developer:
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Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2019
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits
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Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4
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The game is pretty fun and it kills time. Just the gernades in this game I have a problem with. Once you release. it falls straight
down which sucks becuase I died instantly lol.. The game would be much more fun if there were enough players on to play
against eachother otherwise you just play against the bots and thats only fun or a while.. Very interesting.. Nice game I just hope
the de works on it. People say it's a unity asset pack so I'm scared nothing will happen.wish the de work on it.. dosent have
controls so i cant open doors and and the bots already drop and you cant till the last second so you have a huge disadvantage. I
honestly think this game has potential and it does not play bad -it has bot support with up to 20 bots and they are quite
entertaining -Its very gun/action based there are a lot of items so the matches are action based and relatively quick -vehicles -low
system requierments, my laptop with 1.4ghz amd e1 6015, and r2 graphics, 4gb ram approves -it doesnt cost much suggestion:
the zone in this game does damage very slowly so it isnt really a threat, it should be doing damage fast,just a bit atlest.
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